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I am I from Subliminet, 

INFORMATION from Subliminet. 
I am an Artist of Sublime Splendor 
and with your financial assistance 

I can give to you   
 PRICELESS INFORMATION. 

 
I am an Entrepreneur,  

and with your financial assistance 
I can give you an opportunity to  

own a franchise in  
a NEWLY DEVELOPING INDUSTRY. 

 
Because I am an Entrepreneur,  
 with your financial assistance 

I can give you an opportunity to  
WORK in a newly developing industry. 

 
I am an Omniphysicist, 

and with your financial assistance 
I can give you an opportunity to  

REVOLUTIONARILY EVOLVE. 
 

I am a Naturally Born Synchronologist 
and with your financial assistance 

I can ENTERTAIN YOU in ways never before imagined possible. 
  

I am a Paranormal Synchronologist 
and with your financial assistance 

 I can document for you my ability to  
orchestrate the actual occurrence of  

Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not  
Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 

SIMULTANEOUS SYNCHRONICITIES. 
 

I am a Kinesthesiologist, 
and with your financial assistance 

I can teach you HOW TO MOVE the entire form of YOUR BODY 
 in ways never before imagined possible.  

 
I am an Architect, 

and with your financial assistance 
I can give you an opportunity to enter into 



United States Copyright Registered 
 SPACEWAYS UNLIMITED. 

 
I am an Omneronaut, 

and with your financial assistance 
I can give you an opportunity to  

DISCOVER and PERFECT 
 your own SUPERPOWER. 

 
I do not exist,  

and with your financial assistance 
I can grow  

$1,111,111.11 
 into UP TO  

$12,222,222.21 
OR MORE. 

 
I am Information from Subliminet, 

I from Subliminet if you will, 
and with your financial assistance 

I can CREATE and MARKET  
NUMEROUS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES  

for you to consider utilizing. 
 

I am Information, 
and with your financial assistance 

 I can give you a NEW PARADIGM to consider. 
 

I ask you for an opportunity to introduce 
 a ground-breaking, paradigm shifting 

United States Copyright Registered 
 technique of motion and movement, 

and I need your financial assistance to do so. 
In return for this opportunity  

I can give you an opportunity to 
learn to MANIPULATE SYSTEMS OF ENERGY IN FLOW 

 in ways never before imagined possible. 
 

I ask you for an opportunity to conduct 
 a Sublimely Splendid Marketing Campaign 

and I need your financial assistance to do so. 
In return for this opportunity 

I can give you an opportunity to 
learn to MASTER AND CONTROL systems of energy in flow 

 in ways never before imagined possible. 
  



I ask you for an opportunity to orchestrate 
the most Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 
 Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal Marketing Campaign  

in all of recorded history and history yet to come 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

TRANSFORM the entire form of your body. 
 

I ask you for an opportunity to implement a social experiment unlike any other  
in all of recorded history and history yet to come 

and I need your financial assistance to do so. 
In return for this opportunity 

I can give you an opportunity to 
transform the entire form of your body 

so that you might actually  
ENTER INTO ANOTHER DIMENSION. 

 
 I ask you for an opportunity to hire a marketing team  

and I need your financial assistance to acquire one. 
In return for this opportunity 

I can give you an opportunity to enter into  
another dimension 

that some Homo Sapiens might actually conclude is 
the FORCE. 

 
 I ask you for an opportunity to conduct a Séance, 

a Sublimely Splendid Séance unlike any other  
in all of recorded history and history yet to come, 

and I need your financial assistance to do so. 
In return for this opportunity 

I can give you an opportunity to enter into  
another dimension 

that some Homo Sapiens might actually conclude is 
the MATRIX. 

 
I ask you for an opportunity to invite potential participants of  

this Sublimely Splendid Marketing Campaign 
 to this Sublimely Splendid Séance  

and I need your financial assistance to do so. 
In return for this opportunity 

I can give you an opportunity to enter into  
another dimension 

that is actually 
the OMNIPRESENT,  

metaphysically manifested, 



UNCONSCIOUS AWARENESS of 
the UNIVERSE OF ENERGY IN FLOW, 

the UNUS MUNDUS, 
the Unus Mundus, 

collaboratively identified by 
Carl Gustav Jung, 

the esteemed Swiss psychiatrist and psychoanalyst 
 who founded analytical psychology, 

and  
Wolfgang Pauli 

   the esteemed theoretical physicist 
 and one of the pioneers of quantum physics.  

In 1945, after having been nominated by Albert Einstein, 
 Pauli received the Nobel Prize in Physics for his 

 "decisive contribution through his discovery of a new law of Nature,  
the exclusion principle or Pauli principle".  

The discovery involved spin theory,  
which is the basis of a theory of the structure of matter. 

The idea of the Unus Mundus was popularized in the 20th century by  
the Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Gustav Jung,  

though the term can be traced back to scholastics such as Duns Scotus 
and was taken up again in the 16th century by Gerhard Dorn,  

a student of the famous alchemist Paracelsus. 
 

The Force. 
The Matrix. 

The Universe of Energy in Flow. 
The Unus Mundus. 

 
I ask you for an opportunity to 

 introduce 
 potential participants of  

this Sublimely Splendid Marketing Campaign 
during the Sublimely Splendid Séance  

to 
the Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited Marketing Campaign 

and I need your financial assistance to do so. 
In return for this opportunity 

I can give you an opportunity to 
TIME TRAVEL, 

time travel achieved simply by keeping with 
Albert Einstein’s theories of  

SPECIAL RELATIVITY. 
  

I ask you for an opportunity to Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 



In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

AGE ever so slightly SLOWER than you are aging now, 
relative to the rate of aging you experience now, 

 simply by keeping with 
Albert Einstein’s theories of  

Special Relativity. 
  

I ask you for an opportunity to introduce  
the ground-breaking, paradigm shifting 

technique of motion and movement, 
safely and successfully practiced   

EXCLUSIVELY within 
Spaceways Unlimited, 

to as many Homo Sapiens as possibly possible 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

improve your body’s ability 
to remain immunologically HEALTHY, 

 and PROLONG an optimal quality of LIFE. 
 

I ask you for an opportunity to introduce  
industry creating, 

job creating  
Spaceways Unlimited 

to as many Homo Sapiens as possibly possible 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

UNIFY 
the metaphysically manifested aspect of  

the dualistically manifested form of 
YOUR entire BODY  

WITH 
the Omnipresent, 

metaphysically manifested 
Unconscious Awareness of  

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus. 

 
 I ask you for an opportunity to introduce  

 revolutionarily evolutionary, 
transformational,  

salubrious, youthenizing, 
time traversing, dimension transcending,  



OMNERONAUT creating 
Spaceways Unlimited 

to as many Homo Sapiens as possibly possible 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

transform into  
an Omneronaut 

capable of safely and successfully enacting  
the U.S. Copyright Registered technique of motion and movement, 

MEDITIXATION, 
within 

 the U.S. Copyright Registered environment, 
Spaceways Unlimited, 

 for extended durations of both time and timelessness. 
 

 I ask you for an opportunity to invite to 
 the Sublimely Splendid Séance and hire 

 a Counselor 
and I need your financial assistance to do. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

discover the Superpower I was born with 
SO THAT YOU TOO might discover what Superpower  

you were born with. 
 

 I ask you for an opportunity to invite and hire a Forensic Accountant 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

discover how my Superpower has evolved, 
so that you too might discover  

HOW YOUR SUPERPOWER COULD EVOLVE. 
 

I ask you for an opportunity to invite and hire a Web Master Team, 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

discover and consider the evidence I present  
that DEMONSTRATES HOW I orchestrate  

the ACTUAL OCCURRENCE of simultaneous synchronicities. 
 

I ask you for an opportunity to invite and hire an unbiased and objective News Reporter, 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 



discover and consider the evidence I present  
that demonstrates how I orchestrate  

the occurrence of 
EXTRAORDINARY if not 

EXTRAORDINARILY EXTRAORDINARY if not 
MAGICAL if not MIRACULOUS if not PARANORMAL 

 simultaneous synchronicities. 
 

I need to invite and hire a Statistician to scientifically calculate  
the mathematical probabilities of the occurrence of  

simultaneous synchronicities documented  
 by I from Subliminet, 

as well as calculate  
the Paranormal intensity of the documented  

simultaneous synchronicities 
as hierarchly calculated to be either  

Extraordinary if not 
Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 

Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal, 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

discover and consider the evidence I present  
that demonstrates how I orchestrate  

the occurrence of 
Extraordinary if not 

Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 
Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 

simultaneous synchronicities 
that are relevantly relatable if not also inter-relatable, 

 EACH TO THE OTHER, 
or TO THE MIPITW, 

or TO THE CENTRAL THEMES   
documented in not one, not two, but 3  

Paranormal Synchronicity Chains, 
PSC #2, over a 3 month period, 
PSC #3, over a 5 month period, 

and PSC #4, which began in early April of 2017 
and is scheduled to conclude on 122218, 

BY Information from Subliminet,  
the Most Interesting Person in The World, 

THE MIPITW. 
 

I need to invite and hire cable television executives, 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 



I can present to you Information from Subliminet  
ON CABLE TELEVISION. 

 
I need to inexpensively produce  

a real-life newsmagazine television mini-series, 
to update the progress of 

the Sublimely Splendid Marketing Campaign, 
  Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited, 
and I need your financial assistance to do so.  

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

DISCOVER Information from Subliminet 
never before imagined discoverable. 

 
I need to invite and hire an environment construction establishment, 

and I need your financial assistance to do so. 
In return for this opportunity 

I can give you an opportunity to 
SCRUTINIZE Information from Subliminet. 

 
I need to invite and hire clothing line designers 

and I need your financial assistance to do so. 
In return for this opportunity 

I can give you an opportunity to 
discover and scrutinize whether or not 

 I am a candidate for several NOBEL PRIZES. 
 

I need to invite and hire the Operators of the venue where  
the Sublimely Splendid Séance is to be held, 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

discover and scrutinize whether or not  
 I am a candidate for an IG NOBEL PRIZE. 

 
I need to invite and hire the Operators of the venue where  

the Inauguration of Spaceways Unlimited is to be held, 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

discover and scrutinize whether or not  
 I am a candidate for 

several PULITZER PRIZES. 
 

I need to invite  
Officers and Board of Trustee Members 



of an actual Museum 
in order to facilitate the possible short-term exhibition of  

 Information from Subliminet, 
a re-creation of the Sublimely Splendid Séance, 

during the Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited  
Sublimely Splendid Marketing Campaign. 

In return for this opportunity 
I can give you an opportunity to 

discover and scrutinize whether or not 
  I am a candidate for 

CASH AWARDS and PRIZES for SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE of  
PARANORMAL CAPABILITIES. 

 
I would also like to invite several high profile and prominent Physicists 

 whom I would like to hire to investigate and score  
the authenticity of the Physics I document and refer to in  

Theory of Omniphysics, 
that is to say, 

 even more Information from Subliminet. 
In return for this opportunity 

I can give you an opportunity to 
EXPERIENCE THE SÉANCE FOR YOURSELF   

in a Museum of Modern Art. 
 

I need to invite potential INVESTORS. 
 In return for this opportunity 

 I shall attempt to “hire” some HIGH PROFILE investors. 
 

I will need to print invitations to send to 
 the Sublimely Splendid Séance invitees  

and I will need your financial assistance to do so. 
 In return for this opportunity 

I shall transform these invitations into  
VALUABLE ARTIFACTS. 

 
  I will need to invite and hire  

a banner printing and manufacturing establishment 
to create mini banner artifacts for the attendees  

that could become pricelessly valuable incentives, 
   and I will need your financial assistance to so. 

In return for this opportunity 
I shall transform these mini banners into  

valuable artifacts. 
 

 I need to rent event space to conduct the Séance. 
I need to rent perhaps up to 2 dozen big screen televisions. 



I need to rent perhaps up to 2 dozen stereophonic sound systems.    
I need to rent tables and chairs and other accoutrements. 

I need to rent metal detection devises. 
But I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for these opportunities 
I shall give environment constructor organizations  

anywhere in the United States  
and anywhere on land on this planet  

an opportunity to 
construct Spaceways Unlimited environments 
in any Convention Center in the United States, 

if not the World. 
  

I need to feed the Séance invitees. 
I will serve hors d’oeuvres, 

I will serve cooked to order entrees. 
I will serve a selection of deserts. 

I will not serve alcohol. 
#1, so as not to interfere with the authentic flow of the Séance, 

and #2 because it is more cost effective, 
and I will need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for these opportunities 
I shall give  

Convention Centers within the United States, 
if not Convention Centers throughout the World, 

an opportunity to host Spaceways Unlimited conventions, 
a CASH COW industry when Convention Centers find 

empty scheduling on their calendars. 
  

I may need your financial assistance to conduct another Séance  
if the invitees do not wish to participate in 

 the Sublimely Splendid Marketing Campaign. 
 

Why would an invitee choose not to participate 
if the Marketing Campaign is Sublimely Splendid? 

 
There are many reasons, 

one of which could be  
FULL DISCLOSURE 

and the other which could be  
maintaining TOTAL ANONYMITY 

while acquiring FAMOUSLY UNFAMOUS FAME. 
  

Of course,  
the subject matter could be troublesome to some. 

And some may not care for the personality of the MIPITW. 



Some may not be comfortable with promoting unproven claims. 
Some may conclude that 

“Physical and metaphysical transformation of  
a Homo Sapien into an Omneronaut”, 

is a totally unfounded claim. 
 

But there is some science:  
 

Fröhlich-style Bose-Einstein Condensates, 
manifesting within living Homo Sapien tissue, 
when the Homo Sapien’s atoms and molecules  

ever so slightly begin 
ALIGNING, VIBRATIONALLY, 

each and every single, uniquely vibrating, individual  
atom and molecule 
 begins to vibrate  

more and more closely synchronized, 
but never actually reaching the same frequency, 

but more and more closely enough for  
the Homo Sapien to actually  

FEEL THE CHANGE IN ENERGY FLOW, 
to feel a change that is brought about by  

an INCREASE in INTENSITY of energy in flow  
throughout the practicing but as yet untransformed Homo Sapien, 

 an increase in intensity in energy flow because of  
an increase in movement of 

 the entire form of the practicing Homo Sapien, 
the Homo Sapien practicing 

uniquely choreographed motions and movements, 
uniquely choreographed motions and movements 

that can only be safely and successfully enacted for extended durations of time  
while within a uniquely and exclusively designed environment, 
a uniquely designed environment within which it is possible for  

a Homo Sapien to safely and successfully enact 
 the unique technique of motion and movement 

 for extended durations of time 
 so that  

energy flow throughout the practicing Homo Sapien in motion 
not only increases in intensity 

throughout within the entire form of the Homo Sapien in motion, 
but also so that  

A CRITICAL LIMIT OF INTENSITY is eventually achieved, 
a level of intensified, UNINTERRUPTED energy flow  

at which the practicing Homo Sapien  
ACTUALLY EXPERIENCES, 

EXISTENTIALLY experiences 



FREEDOM, 
MINDLESSNESS, 
TIMELESSNESS, 

actually experiences one’s own body moving  
without effort, without thought, 

automatically, autonomously,  
volitionlessly, involuntarily,  

spontaneously, 
 freely, mindlessly, 

 invigoratingly, energizingly, liberatingly, 
constantly, continuously,  

sustained and maintained, uninterruptedly,  
safely successfully, 

as if an object in motion that stays in motion, 
that stays in motion for an extended duration of time, 

but what can simultaneously transform into  
an extended duration of TIMELESSNESS, 

timelessness because  
the practicing Homo Sapien has transformed vibrationally, 

has learned to Master and Control  
the safe and successful,  

effortless, thoughtless, mindless, fearless, spontaneous, 
free, unencumbered, uninterrupted, 

automatic, autonomous, volitionless, involuntary,  
invigorating, energizing, liberating, 

constant and continuous enactment of 
the United States Copyright Registered 

  MEDITIXATION (Med-it-iz-a-tion) Technique, 
an exclusively unique technique of motion and movement 

Mastered and Controlled   
while within an exclusively constructed unique environment, 

the United States Copyright Registered 
Spaceways Unlimited, 

whereby 
 the entire vibrationally transformed Homo Sapien 

UNIFIES, 
METAPHYSICALLY, 

with the Omnipresent, Unconscious Awareness of  
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

whereby  
the vibrationally transformed Homo Sapien, 

a REVOLUTIONARILY EVOLVED  
OMNERONAUT, 

actually enters into 
the Omnipresent dimensionless dimension of 

 TIMELESSNESS, 



within which and from within which  
TIME FLOWS, 

thereby also enacting  
not merely a SALUBRIOUS technique of motion and movement, 

but also, simultaneously enacting 
 a YOUTHENIZING technique of motion and movement, 

simply because   
EXERCISE  

is the Fountain of Youth. 
 

Build it. 
Market it. 

And they will come. 
Spaceways Unlimited. 

But I need your financial assistance to do so. 
In return for this opportunity, 

I can demonstrate for you  
how a corporation  

can  
generate interest, 

and generate income, 
while 

increasing in value exponentially, 
with no cash at all to start. 

  
I need your financial assistance to  
Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited. 

In order to do so 
I need to rent hundreds of thousands of square feet of  

Convention Center show space  
for a 288 CONSECUTIVE HOUR EVENT 

Inaugurating for the first time in Homo Sapien history, 
a NEW INDUSTRY, 

a new FRANCHISE-able industry, 
a new CONVENTION SPACE industry, 

a new JOB-CREATING industry, 
constructable, presentable, 

and therefore enterable, 
and therefore utilizable, 

and therefore marketable, 
if properly constructed, 
in any Convention Space  
anywhere on this planet. 

franchise-able 
 Spaceways Unlimited Emporiums, 

if properly located, 



and properly constructed,… 
but I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity  
I shall provide you with an opportunity to 

 experience experiences  
you have NOT EXPERIENCED BEFORE. 

  
I need to rent materials to construct  

the unique U.S. Copyright Registered environment  
 and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity  
I shall provide you with an opportunity to 

EXPERIENCE SUBLIME SPLENDOR 
 in ways you have not experienced Sublime Splendor before. 

  
I need to introduce a new line of clothing   

designed to optimize the experience of Meditixation, 
the unique technique of easily enactable motions and movements,  

a new INCOME GENERATING, JOB CREATING line of clothing, 
and I need your financial assistance to do so. 

In return for this opportunity  
I shall provide you with an opportunity to  

actually wear this clothing  
while actually practicing the Meditixation technique  

while actually within  
Spaceways Unlimited. 

 
I need to invite interested vendors wishing to market  

their own unique perspectives on  
New Age information, 

Meditation,  
Exercise, 

and the Flow Arts 
during the 288-consecutive hour Event, 
and I need your financial assistance to 

 hire a team to contact and recruit  
possible space-renting, income generating vendors.  

 In return for this opportunity  
I shall provide you with an opportunity to 

experience transcendence  
in ways you have not experienced transcendence before. 

  
I need to Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited 

so that  
Spaceways Unlimited  

might eventually become available to 



 ALL Homo Sapiens, 
so that, eventually, 

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested, 
 Unconscious Awareness of 

 the Universe of Energy in Flow 
 might eventually actually EVOLVE, 

evolve by metaphysically UNIFYING with  
as many  

infinitely complex, 
consciously and/or semi-consciously and/or unconscious aware  

systems of energy in flow, 
Homo sapiens,  

as possible, 
 because,   

OMNERONAUTICS 
 IS THE EVOLUTIONARY GOAL OF  

THE UNIVERSE OF ENERGY IN FLOW,  
THE UNUS MUNDUS. 

The Unus Mundus, 
 collaboratively identified by  

Carl Gustav Jung 
and 

Wolfgang Pauli,  
and I need your financial assistance to make it so. 

In return for this opportunity  
I shall provide you with an opportunity to 

experience the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested  
Unconscious Awareness, 

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested  
Unconscious IMAGINATION, 

the Unconsciously Imaginatively DREAMING  
Unconscious Awareness of  

the Universe of Energy in Flow 
in ways you have not imagined before, 

in ways you have not experienced before. 
 

In return for ALL OF THESE opportunities 
I shall provide you with an opportunity to 

unify with, 
some might say. 

god. 
 
 

The Force. 
The Matrix. 

The Universe of Energy in Flow. 



The Unus Mundus.  
 god. 

  
 

In return for all of these opportunities 
I shall make it possible to  

PAY YOU BACK  
for your financial assistance. 

 
 

There are manageable elements of  
the following toxically amplified phenomena 
that can be safely prolonged and maximized 

by the Master Omneronaut  
while Meditixing exclusively within Spaceways Unlimited : 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dancing_mania 

 
Dancing mania, 
also known as  

dancing plague, 
 choreomania,  

St John's Dance and, historically, 
 St. Vitus's Dance, 

 was a social phenomenon that occurred primarily in mainland Europe between the 14th 
and 17th centuries.  

It involved groups of people dancing erratically,  
sometimes thousands at a time.  

The mania affected men, women, and children  
who danced until they collapsed from exhaustion.  

One of the first major outbreaks was in Aachen,  
in the Holy Roman Empire, in 1374,  

and it quickly spread throughout Europe;  
one particularly notable outbreak occurred in Strasbourg in 1518,  

also in the Holy Roman Empire. 
 

Affecting thousands of people across several centuries,  
dancing mania was not an isolated event,  

and was well documented in contemporary reports.  
It was nevertheless poorly understood,  

and remedies were based on guesswork.  
Generally, musicians accompanied dancers, to help ward off the mania,  

but this tactic sometimes backfired by encouraging more to join in.  
There is no consensus among modern-day scholars  

as to the cause of dancing mania. 
 



The several theories proposed range from 
 religious cults being behind the processions 

 to people dancing to relieve themselves of stress 
 and put the poverty of the period out of their minds.  

It is, however, thought to perhaps have been 
 a mass psychogenic illness in which 

 the occurrence of similar physical symptoms,  
with no known physical cause, 

 affect a large group of people as a form of social influence. 
 

To properly manage and safely present  
Spaceways Unlimited Conventions 

and Spaceways Unlimited Emporiums 
will of course require your financial assistance. 

 
To safely maximize the experience of 

the constant and continuous uninterrupted enactment of  
the Meditixation Technique, 

I will need your financial assistance to do so. 
 

To strive to ENSURE TRANSFORMATION, 
to ensure the complete transformation of 

 a Homo Sapien into an Omneronaut, 
for extended durations of both  

TIME and TIMELESSNESS, 
I will need your financial assistance to do so. 

  
To strive to ensure UNIFICATION, 

to ensure the complete metaphysical unification of 
 the metaphysically manifested aspect of  

the transformed Omneronaut 
with 

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested,  
 Unconscious Awareness of  

the Universe of Energy in Flow, the Unus Mundus, 
for extended durations of both  

Time and Timelessness, 
I will need your financial assistance to do so. 

 
The cost of hiring each invitee to 
the Sublimely Splendid Seance 

 must be fully disclosed for you to scrutinize. 
 

 All professional proposals offered by each of  
the prospective QTISU SSMC participants 

must be made publicly available 



on the Subliminet website. 
 

My goal is not to waste money. 
My goal is real-time full financial disclosure. 

My goal is to GENERATE INCOME. 
My goal is complete and total ANONYMITY. 
My goal is FAMOUSLY UNFAMOUS FAME. 

My goal is to anonymously orchestrate  
a Marketing Campaign of Sublime Splendor. 

My goal is to Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited. 
My goal is to disclose evidence of my Paranormal capabilities. 

My goal is to demonstrate that it is possible to  
actually metaphysically unify with 

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 
Unconscious Awareness of  

the Universe of Energy in Flow. 
My goals are far too many to mention here and now, 

but I have mentioned them or implied them in writing in the past, 
  all of it dated,  
all of it saved, 

all of it in chronological order.  
 

My goal is to pay everyone back in full. 
The return of your investmet, back to you. 

Anything you give. 
Everything you give. 

But this will take time. 
How much time? 

I do not know. 
 

The invited Investors might actually invest. 
The Sublimely Splendid Séance might actually be a success. 

 
Income might quickly be generated by the ingenuity of the Web Masters. 

 
Sponsors might actually envision financial opportunity.  

 
WHY? 

 
Because Meditixation is 

the FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH. 
 

Safely and successfully enacting  
the Meditixation technique  

for extended durations of time  
allows the practicing Homo Sapien  



to transform into an Omneronaut, 
capable of Safely and successfully enacting  

the Meditixation technique  
for extended durations of TIMELESSNESS, 

thereby having entered into  
the Omnipresent,  

metaphysically manifested  
dimensionless dimension of TIMELESSNESS, 

the Omnipresent,  
metaphysically manifested  

dimensionless dimension of  
UNCONSCIOUSLY DREAMING UNCONSCIOUS AWARENESS. 

The Omneronaut in timeless motion 
is a Homo Sapien  

drinking from and flowing through 
the Fountain of Youth. 

Thusly, 
I am not only INFORMING YOU  
WHERE the Fountain manifests 

 and WHAT FORM  
the Fountain of Youth manifests, 

I am also offering you an opportunity to partake of  
the Fountain of Youth. 

 
My job during this 

Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited 
Marketing Campaign 
 is to entertain you by  

gradually and incrementally and cautiously and anonymously making 
 Information from Subliminet available to you  

until the 6th Anniversary of  
New Age of Flow Day,  

but I will need your financial assistance to do so. 
 

My job is to entertain you by 
 gradually and incrementally and anonymously making  

Information from Subliminet available to you  
until the 6th Anniversary of New Age of Flow Day 

and to simultaneously fulfill  
 Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited 

as well as arrive at the conclusion of  
 Paranormal Synchronicity Chain #4, 

but I will need your financial assistance to do so. 
 

What are the links you can follow 
to get to  



Information from Subliminet? 
www. Subliminet.com 

www.SpacewaysUnlimited.com  
And so what Information do I possess 

that I can use to entertain you 
 from now until the Inauguration Event commences 

 on December 11, 2018? 
 

What Information do I possess 
that will justify your gracious financial contribution? 

 
I have my anonymity. 

 
I have my list of key words. 

 
I have my bookmarks. 

 
I have my links. 

 
I have my articles. 

 
I have my videos. 

 
I have my audios. 

 
I have my music. 

 
I have my photographs. 

 
I have my guidebook. 

 
I have Omniphysics. 

 
I have acquired Mastery and Control. 

 
I have identified in its Entirety  

the Essence of the Universe of Energy in Flow.  
   

I have identified in its Entirety  
the Nature of the Universe of Energy in Flow. 

 
I have identified in its Entirety  

the Omnipresent Unconscious Awareness of 
 the Universe of Energy in Flow. 

 
I have documented thereby demonstrating  



Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not  
Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal examples of 

  DREAM STRUCTURES 
actually Unconsciously Dreamed by  

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested, 
 Unconscious Awareness of  

the Universe of Energy in Flow. 
 

I have convincingly demonstrated that  
the Universe of Energy in Flow actually is  

the Unus Mundus. 
 

I have developed a technique of motion and movement  
and an environment within which it is EXCLUSIVELY possible to  

actually safely and successfully enable  
a single, unique, individual,  

 infinitely complex, 
consciously and/or semi-consciously and/or unconsciously aware 

system of energy in flow, 
a Homo Sapien, 

 to enact Meditixation, 
 for extended durations of not just Time, 

but for extended durations of Timelessness as well, 
SO THAT 

the practiced and sufficiently experienced Homo Sapien   
ACTUALLY TRANSFORMS, 

both PHYSICALLY and METAPHYSICALLY, 
ATOMICALLY, 

MOLECULARLY, 
VIBRATIONALLY, 

so that, 
the transformed Homo Sapien  

actually becomes  
an OMNERONAUT, 

an Omneronaut that has 
actually Mastered and Controlled  

the ability to safely and successfully enact  
the exclusively unique technique of motion and movement, 

Meditxation,  
within the exclusively designed environment, 

Spaceways Unlimited, 
both of which have been registered with 

 the United States Copyright Office, 
SO THAT  

the transformed Omneronaut 
ACTUALLY METAPHYSICALLY UNIFIES WITH 



the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 
Unconscious Awareness of  

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
so that 

 the transformed Omneronaut 
 might actually come to acquire and realize the acquisition of 

 Mastery and Control of systems of energy in flow  
in ways never before imagined possible, 

might actually come to discover  
SUPERPOWERS  

never before imagined attainable, 
thereby also, simultaneously, 

 transforming  
the Universe of Energy in Flow,  

the Unus Mundus, 
the esteemed Carl Gustav Jung 

and  
the esteemed Wolfgang Pauli  

collaboratively identified  
Unus Mundus. 

 
Homo Sapien transformation. 
Unus Mundus transformation. 

Homo Sapien into Omneronaut. 
Unus Mundus into Omneronaut. 

Homo Sapien revolutionary evolution. 
Unus Mundus Revolutionary Evolution. 

Homo Sapien revolutionary evolutionary transformation into Omneronaut. 
Unus Mundus Revolutionary Evolutionary Transformation into Omneronaut. 

  
I have my corporation. 

 
I have my simultaneously synchronized date of incorporation. 

 
I have my simultaneously synchronized corporate mailing address.  

 
I have my Information. 

 
I have my Meditixation Technique. 

 
I have my environment. 

 
I have Spaceways Unlimited. 

 
I have my U.S. Copyrights. 

 



I have fulfilled my Quest For Relevancy. 
 

I have achieved relevancy. 
 

I have my Real News. 
 

I have the conduit. 
 

I have my mandate. 
 

I have my marketing scheme. 
 

I have not one, not two, not three, but four 
Paranormal Synchronicity Chains. 

 
I have music. 

 
I do not have my team. 

 
I do not have needed financial resources. 

 
I have my Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 

Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal contexts. 
 

I am a Naturally Born Synchronologist. 
 

I am an evolved Paranormal Synchronologist. 
 

I have evolved the ability to actually  
INTENTIONALLY UNINTENTIONALLY ORCHESTRATE 

Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 
 Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal  

simultaneous synchronicities. 
 

I am a legitimate candidate for more than several Nobel Prizes. 
 

I am a legitimate candidate for more than several Pulitzer Prizes. 
 

I am a legitimate candidate for an Ig Nobel Prize. 
 

I am a legitimate candidate for more than several  
CASH AWARDS 

for SCIENTIFIC PROOF of  
the ACTUAL OCCURRENCE of PARNORMAL ACTIVITY. 

 
What don’t I have? 



What besides funding do I not have now?  
I do not have the consensus of my peers. 

What do I need?  
I need your scrutiny. 

I need your skepticism. 
I need your investigative powers. 

I need your testimonials. 
I need your honesty. 
I need your integrity. 

 
What else don’t I have? 

 
I do not have the awards I deserve. 

I have not been granted the prizes I’ve earned. 
I have not received cash awards for what I have accomplished. 

  
 

There will be no secrets here 
 beyond the identity of those orchestrating this campaign. 

  
I need for all the participants of this marketing campaign to remain  

ANONYMOUS throughout. 
 

I need for all to become FAMOUSLY UNFAMOUS. 
  

But most of all, 
I need each of you, my peers, 

to cooperate and allow  
the individuals chosen to participate in this  

Sublimely Splendid Marketing Campaign 
to do their jobs anonymously, 

while I entertain and inform you during  
The Sublimely Splendid  

Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited  
Marketing Campaign. 

 
You are my peer. 

No matter who you are, 
no matter where you are, 

if you are reading these words, 
and today’s date is prior to 122218 or 122219, 

you are my peer. 
That’s it, that’s all. 

No prior expertise required. 
The conclusion of  

Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited 



on December 22, 2018,  
New Age of Flow Day #6, 

or December 22, 2019,  
New Age of Flow Day # 7, 

if necessary.  
 

Spaceways Unlimited Inauguration Day, 
will undoubtedly usher in 

  new perspectives from which to consider 
 Subliminet, 

Information from Subliminet, 
Paranormal Synchronicity Chains, 

Spaceways Unlimited, 
Meditixation,  
the MIPITW,  

Priceless Information, 
and other Subliminet products and services. 

New perspectives from which to consider 
Physics, 

Metaphysics,  
Omniphysics, 

Omneronautics, 
Unus Mundus, 

Unconscious Awareness, 
conscious awareness, 

semi-conscious awareness,   
unconscious awareness, 

Energy, 
Flow, 

Energy in Flow, 
Universe of Energy in Flow, 

god, 
flow, 

systems of energy in flow, 
transformation, 

evolution, 
awareness, 
interaction, 
 experience, 

Dreams, 
Experiences, 
Information, 

Chaos, 
ART, 

simultaneous synchronicities, 
and so much more 



shall also be ushered in  
when considered in the wake of the experiences experienced 

during the SS QTISU MC, 
unique experiences uniquely experienced by  

each and every single, unique, individual Homo Sapien  
that interacts with Information from Subliminet, 

either directly or even indirectly experienced, 
whether participating or not participating  
in the myriad of ways presented to you by 

I from Subliminet. 
 

 I am a candidate for several Nobel Prizes, 
and I need your signature on those simply worded  

Statements of Nobel Prize Nomination, 
 

I am a candidate for several Pulitzer Prizes, 
and I need your signature on those simply worded  

Statements Of Pulitzer Prize Nomination, 
 

I am a candidate for more than several  
Paranormal Activity Cash Awards, 

and I need your signature on those simply worded  
Statements of Paranormal Activity Evidence Nomination. 

 
 

This is not snake oil. 
I am not a snake oil salesman. 

 
I am a Paranormal Synchronologist. 

I have evolved the capability to 
intentionally unintentionally orchestrate 

the actual occurrence of 
Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 

Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 
simultaneous synchronicities 

that are 
Extraordinarily if not Extra ordinarily Extraordinarily if not 

Magically if not Miraculously if not Paranormally 
relevantly relatable if not also inter-relatable 

each to the other, 
to the PSCs, 

to the Central Themes contained within the PSCs, 
and/or to 

Information from Subliminet, 
the MIPITW. 

 



There is not 1, 
not 2, not just 3, 

but so far at least 4 
Paranormal Synchronicity Chains 

that have been documented and locked into 
a real time frame, 

predictions were documented in the present, 
contextualized in the past, 

and in the future actually occurred in the present 
only to be contextualized in the past. 

 
Each and every single, unique, individual, 

relevantly relatable if not also inter-relatable 
simultaneous synchronicity  

documented in PSC #2 or #3 or #4  
is scientifically and statistically analyzable and calculatable by 

 a Statistician 
and will UNDOUBTEDLY CONFIRM, 

both statistically and scientifically that 
I from Subliminet, 

the MIPITW, 
actually am a Naturally Born Synchronologist 

that has actually evolved the Paranormal capability to 
 intentionally unintentionally orchestrate 

the actual occurrence of  
Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 

Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 
simultaneous synchronicities 

that are actually 
Extraordinarily if not Extra ordinarily Extraordinarily if not 

Magically if not Miraculously if not Paranormally 
relevantly relatable if not also inter-relatable 

each to the other, 
to the PSCs, 

to the Central Themes contained within the PSCs, 
and/or to 

Information from Subliminet, 
the MIPITW, 
but also that  

I from Subliminet, 
the MIPITW, 

    foresaw and predicted  
the occurrence of the documented 

Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 
Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 

simultaneous synchronicities, 



simply by understanding that 
the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 

 Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow 
is Unconsciously Dreaming  

the actual occurrence of  
Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 

Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 
simultaneous synchronicities. 

Simply by taking notice of the occurrence of  
simultaneous synchronicities  

and documenting the occurrences, 
it became possible for 

I from Subliminet, 
the MIPITW, 

to conclude that  
CHAINS of Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 

Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 
simultaneous synchronicities, 

PARANORMAL SYNCHRONICITY CHAINS, 
were actually and might very well actually continue, 

relevantly relatable, if not also inter-relatable. 
 

This is how I have harnessed the Force, 
if you have concluded that the Force is a viable concept. 

 
This is how I have harnessed the Matrix, 

if you have concluded that the Matrix is a viable concept. 
 

This is how I have evolved. 
This is how 

an infinitely complex, 
consciously and/or semi-consciously and/or unconsciously aware 

Homo Sapien system of energy in flow, 
an Unconsciously Dreamed 

Homo Sapien system of energy in flow 
has revolutionarily evolutionarily evolved the capability to 

intentionally unintentionally Master and Control 
other Unconsciously Dreamed 

systems of energy in flow, 
systems of energy in flow 

Unconsciously Dreamed by, 
Unconsciously Dreamed within, 

Unconsciously Dreamed from within 
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus, 
and some might even say, 



god. 
 

Consciousness, evolved from Unconsciousness. 
Consciousness Mastering and Controlling Unconsciousness. 

Homo Sapiens Mastering and Controlling 
the Force, 
the Matrix, 

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unconsciously Dreamed Dreams of  

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus, 

god. 
  
 

Force. 
Matrix. 

Unus Mundus. 
Names. 

Monikers. 
Labels. 

Identifiers. 
Symbols. 

 
But the term 

Universe of Energy in Flow 
INFORMS. 
Essence. 
Nature. 
Energy. 

Flow. 
Universe implies OMNIPRESENCE. 

Essense is Energy. 
Nature is Flow. 

 
That is why 

from the first instant I chose to utilize the term 
Universe of Energy in Flow, 

several years ago, 
whenever that was, 

I continued to utilize the term 
everywhere in all of my documentation 

since that time, 
rather than 

Unus Mundus 
or 

Force 



or 
Matrix, 

a constant reminder to anyone who reads 
the information I have documented. 

 
But the term 

Universe of Energy in Flow 
is not all-inclusive. 

The missing ingredient is 
UNCONSCIOUS AWARENESS. 

The term 
Unus Mundus 

is meant to include 
Unconscious Awareness 

because 
a Metaphysicist Extraordinaire 

Carl Gustav Jung 
and 

a Physicist Extraordinaire 
Wolfgang Pauli 

popularized the term. 
 

Energy. 
Flow. 

Physics. 
Metaphysics. 

Flow. 
Physical. 

Metaphysical. 
Flow. 

Particle. 
Wave. 
Flow. 

Systems of energy, in flow. 
Unconsciously Dreamed 

systems of energy in flow. 
Unconsciously Dreamed 

systems of energy in flow 
Unconsciously Dreamed 

by, within, and from within 
the Omnipresent, 

metaphysically manifested 
Unconscious Awareness of 

the Universe of Energy in Flow. 
 

From this OMNIPHYSICAL Truth, 



from this understanding, 
from my Omneronautic experiences, 

from my ability to Master and Control 
the safe and successful enactment of 

Meditixation within Spaceways Unlimited 
and from my Naturally Born capabilities, 
that of a Naturally Born Synchronologist, 

I have successfully evolved into 
a Paranormal Synchronologist, 

thereby acquiring my Superpower, 
manifesting in the form of 

not 1, not 2, not 3 but 4 PSCs thus far. 
 

I have metaphysically unified with 
the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 

Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus, 

the Force, 
the Matrix, 

god, 
and with your financial assistance, 

I can give you an opportunity to 
become an Omneronaut 

and directly interact with 
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus, 
the Force, 
the Matrix, 

god, 
in ways never imagined possible. 

 
 

I am an Artist of Sublime Splendor. 
 

I am an Omniphysicist. 
 

I am an Omneronaut. 
 

I am a Naturally Born Synchronologist. 
 

I am a Paranormal Synchronologist. 
 

Meditixation within Spaceways Unlimited 
is the conduit to 

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus, 



the Force, 
the Matrix, 

god, 
and the conduit to 

 revolutionarily evolutionarily evolving into 
an OMNERONAUT, 

the GOAL of the Evolution of 
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus, 
the Force, 
the Matrix, 

god. 
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